
HEARTH PAD KIT 
 

Congratulations on your purchase of the finest safety pad on the market.  We hope it protects your little ones for 
years to come. 
 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
We suggest that all safety devices be installed when curious kids are not present. 
 
Contents: 2 Corners 6” X 9” 
                48” Pad 
                13’ of double sided tape 
 
Total Pad 78” 
 
With this kit you can elect to cover the front of a hearth up to 54” with 9” of depth, or, you can cover 57” with a depth 
of 6”.  Pad can be cut to fit any dimension in between, or extend to depth to your needs. 
 

1. Remove pad from box and unroll.  Let sit out overnight. 
2. Begin with corners. Adhere tape to inside edges furthest from center ¼” to 1/8’ from edge. Make sure tape 

is on both interior sides of Pad.   See (A) photo below:   Caution: The tape is double sided.  Remove tape 
gently from roll.  Place the sticky side beginning at the edges, and then cut to size.  

   

 
 

A. Photo of Corner Pad with tape placed ¼ to 1/8” from the edge 
 

3. Once tape is attached, remove tape backing and install on corner of hearth.   
 

Because all hearths are not the same size, you will most likely need to cut the 48” piece to fit.  IMPORTANT:  After 
you’ve installed the corners, measure space remaining to be covered.  Add approx. 3/8” and mark the pad.  Place 
pad on the edge of shipping box.  Use only a sharp long blade knife, such as fillet knife.  Do not use a razor blade, 
utility knife or other short bladed knives as they will give a jagged cut.  Lubricate entire length of knife with liquid 
soap or soapy water.  Using light pressure, move knife back and forth keeping the blade straight.  After the top of 
the pad is cut turn over and repeat. 
 

4. Once 48” piece is cut to size attach tape beginning at edge. See (B) Photo below:  Cut to size.  Make sure 
tape is on both interior sides of Pad. Once tape is attached, remove tape backing and install to the front of 
hearth. 

 
 

B.  Photo of 48” Pad with tape placed ¼” to 1/8” from the edge. 
 
If you require extra pad or tape, please call us at 770 252-4200. 
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